Introduction
The de Bruijn graph Q q is a directed graph which vertices are elements of the set B n • {o,l} n . Two vertices x • = (x 1 ,x 2 ,... f x n ) and j = (y., ,y 2 ,... ,y n ) are joined by an arc directed from x to y (y is a successor of x) iff = x i+1 , for i=1,...,n-1. A factor of G n is each of its subgraphs formed by a set of disjoint cycles, containing all the [vertices G n . There is a one-to-one relation between each factor of G Q and a certain boolean function f:B n -•> B which determines connections among vertices in the cycles of the factor of G n . A vertex (x^,x 2 ,.••,x n ) is connected with a vertex (x 2 ,... ,x, n ,f (x.|,... *x n )) in a factor of G fi determined by the function f. ? n-1 There exist 2 factors of G", each of which has n* ' a cycle enfolding all vertices of G n [l] , Such a cycle is called the de Bruijn, cycle of span n. The problem of determination of de Bruijn cycles is a basic problem of the theory of de Bruijn graphs. Fredricksen [3] reviewed methods of determining such oycles. Most of these methods are based upon Yoeli's [a]-theorem describing the ways of joining and disjoining of the cycles, e.g. if two conjugated vertices x = (x 1 ,x 2 ,... ,x n ) and x = (x.j+1 ,x 2 ,... ,* n ) are in two disjoint cycles we can join these cycles by exchanging their IvI.Latko successors. In the opposite situation, the cycles are disjoined. So, it is possible to construct the de Bruijn cycle of span n out of the factors with r^2 cycles. In order to do that r-1 pairs of conjugated vertices should be determined. It is obvious that it is simplest when a factor has only two cycles (r=2). Lempel [4] described the construction of a certain class of such factors basing on a homomorphism D from Gn to Gn_1. The inverse D~1s of any de Bruijn cycle s of span n-1 is a factor of G_.-Such a factor, called D-factor of s, has exactly two cycles, each of which enfolds 2 " vertices. The only problem left is Joining of its cycles. Lempel [4] showed two connections of this type for any D-factor; other were studied by [6,7].
Also Games [2] described a method of constructing some of two-cycle factors having the same connections as D-factor D~1s.
The present paper deals with the construction of all such faotors« In addition the fact that there is no need to construct D-factor D~1s as a cycle s itself determines the connections. It means a complete reccurence of this problem. The range of will be presented in the form of a square binary, matrix and denoted by L . We assume that rows and co-U lumns of L" are ordered according to lexicographical order s of elements of the set T s .
Preliminaria
For a nonempty subset T of T_ we denote the submatrix S m of L g restricted to TxT by means of 1 0 |ij;» By s we denote the set of all cycles obtained by interchanging the successors a T of conjugated elements x and x, where x eT. If a set s contains exactly one cycle, such a cycle will be denoted also m by means symbol s .
Let T° = {x = (x 1 x n ) e Tg: x.,=o}. T h e~~o rem 2.1. [5] . For any cycle s in G n and nonempty Tc the set s T contains a single cycle iff L s |j is a nonsingular matrix over GF (2) . T Moreover Ims = Ims . Remark.
It follows immediately from the definition of T° that if x,y then wa have S --8
For any two natural numbers i, j (i<j) the sequenoe of consecutive elements ( § it §i + i»• v »Jj) of the oyole g will be denoted as <s it s^> a , and the sum 8^8^+.. ,+s.j(mod 2) -as | <a i .» 3 > g |. In a similar way we arrive at the equality Sinoe each of the matrioes Ls is nonsingular over GF (2) , each of the corresponding cycles is a de Bruijn oycle of span 4.
The funotion is determined in the following way B 4B(*) -1 for x e{0000,1000} 0 for xeB 4 -{0000,1000}.
The sets of values of the functions A, « % A determined for i {»i.M i the cycles g -g is shown in Table I , Table I The condition (3*4) can be applied to a cycle s , if the cardinality of the set T is greater than 2. In [5] jit is proved that if T * {a1..,ap,b1,...,op} than there exists a partition {-i *-i }» , "»{&i »^i J of T determining the following sequence of de Bruijn eyeless 
